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Abstract

The mammalian sirtuins (SIRT1–7) are NAD+-dependent lysine deacylases that play central roles

in cell survival, inflammation, energy metabolism, and aging. Members of this family of enzymes

are considered promising pharmaceutical targets for the treatment of age-related diseases

including cancer, type 2 diabetes, inflammatory disorders, and Alzheimer’s disease. SIRT1-

activating compounds (STACs), which have been identified from a variety of chemical classes,

provide health benefits in animal disease models. Recent data point to a common mechanism of

allosteric activation by natural and synthetic STACs that involves the binding of STACs to a

conserved N-terminal domain in SIRT1. Compared with polyphenols such as resveratrol, the

synthetic STACs show greater potency, solubility, and target selectivity. Although considerable

progress has been made regarding SIRT1 allosteric activation, key questions remain, including

how the molecular contacts facilitate SIRT1 activation, whether other sirtuin family members will

be amenable to activation, and whether STACs will ultimately prove safe and efficacious in

humans.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the fundamental advances in medicine seen over the past 50 years would not have

been possible without a fundamental understanding of enzyme inhibition by small
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molecules. Examples of small-molecule enzyme inhibitors include (a) the statins, which

inhibit the binding of HMG-CoA to its reductase enzyme, thereby lowering cholesterol

synthesis, and (b) imatinib (Gleevec®), which binds to the ATP-binding site of ABL kinase

and inhibits its activity, thereby mitigating chronic myelogenous leukemia. Other well-

known examples of small-molecule enzyme inhibitors include aspirin, penicillin,

antiretrovirals, and sildenafil (Viagra®).

Despite the fact that allosteric enzyme activation was first described more than 40 years ago,

compared with enzyme inhibition, our understanding of enzyme activation by small

molecules is still in its infancy. The dozen known examples of enzymes that can be activated

by small molecules include glucokinase (GK), alpha amylase, phosphoinositide-dependent

protein kinase 1 (PDK1), AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), protein phosphatase 1

(PP1), alcohol dehydrogenase 2 (ALDH2), and ribonuclease L (RNAseL) (1). The reason

for the relative paucity of known activators is not clear. It may be that there are a limited

number of enzymes that can be activated by small molecules or simply that the limited

extent of our knowledge in this area has stifled innovation.

Either way, there are distinct advantages to pursuing activators over inhibitors. For one, they

generally do not have to be as potent as inhibitors to induce cellular and physiological

effects, in part because their activity is amplified by downstream signaling pathways.

Inhibitors, in contrast, can be rendered ineffective by residual enzymatic activity (1).

Another advantage is that activators typically bind to interacting proteins or to regulatory

regions outside the conserved catalytic domains and can therefore have greater target

specificity within an enzyme family. Lastly, activators—especially those that mimic a

natural activation mechanism—may also elicit fewer side effects than do inhibitors.

Small-molecule activators of the sirtuin orthologs of Sir2, such as SIRT1, are the subject of

this review. These compounds, which were described approximately 10 years ago, have

been the subject of intense focus as well as much debate. What is without question is that the

number of papers published on these activators and sirtuins has spiked in the past 10–12

years, now approaching a total of ten thousand. In this review, we trace the history of sirtuin

activators, starting with the discovery of the polyphenolic activators (2). These are natural

products such as resveratrol, piceatannol, and butein. Subsequently, multiple groups (3–5)

developed synthetic molecules, which are more potent than polyphenols and certain of

which are currently in human clinical trials (6, 7). We consider the biochemical analyses of

these various compounds in vitro as well as their antidiabetic, anti-inflammatory, and other

salutary effects in experimental animals. Then, we discuss the various controversies that

have emerged over the years about the mode of action of sirtuin activators. Finally, we give

an update on the most recent findings, which begin to resolve these controversies and

suggest a clear mechanism of activation.

SIRTUINS: BACKGROUND

The yeast-silencing gene SIR2 was shown in genetic studies in the 1990s to be important in

regulating replicative life span in budding yeast (8). An additional copy of SIR2 extended

the life span by silencing the rDNA to slow formation of toxic rDNA circles and by
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damping rRNA expression (9, 10). A recent genetic study probing the entire yeast genome

by quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis provided confirmation for the earlier work; SIR2

was the top QTL regulating replicative life span and accounted for most of the differences in

life span between highly divergent yeast strains (11). Likewise, homologs of yeast SIR2 in

Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, and mice also can extend life span in their respective

organisms when their expression levels are increased (12–15). The hypothesis that sirtuins

control aging is further buttressed by in vivo effects of SIRT1-activating compounds or

STACs, as discussed below.

There are seven mammalian homologs of the yeast SIR2: SIRT1, SIRT6, and SIRT7, which

are primarily nuclear; SIRT3, SIRT4, and SIRT5, which are mitochondrial; and SIRT2,

which is cytosolic (16, 17). Sirtuins such as yeast SIR2 and mammalian homologs SIRT1,

SIRT2, and SIRT3 are NAD+-dependent deacetylases (18). SIRT5 possesses desuccinylase

and demalony-lase activities (16, 19), whereas SIRT6 can remove long-chain fatty acids

from selected substrate proteins (20). In the deacylation reactions, NAD is cleaved into

nicotinamide and O-acetyl-ADP-ribose (OAcADPR) (21, 22). The reaction proceeds in two

steps. First, NAD is cleaved and ADP-ribose is covalently attached to the acetyl moiety of

the substrate (23). Second, hydrolysis of the acetyl-lysine bond liberates OAcADPR, which

itself appears to have biological activity (21). Nicotinamide serves as a product inhibitor;

thus, high nicotinamide levels in cells can inhibit sirtuins’ activity (24).

It was proposed that these NAD+-dependent activities allow sirtuins to monitor diet and

metabolism and regulate the aging process, for example by slowing aging when animals are

fed a calorie restriction (CR) diet (24–26). Indeed, many studies now show that sirtuins are a

nexus among diet, metabolism, and physiology and can provide many health benefits (13,

27–30). It was initially shown that yeast SIR2 was required for the extended replicative life

span when the glucose concentration was reduced from 2% to 0.5% (25). In mammals, there

are many examples in which sirtuins are required for physiological adaptations to dietary

interventions, including fasting, CR, and a high-fat diet (HFD) (31–37).

Most tellingly, SIRT1 and SIRT3 are induced by CR in many tissues, and their genetic

ablation prevents many of the health benefits of the CR diet, including longevity (26, 38–

43). Furthermore, the overexpression of SIRT1 is protective in many murine disease models

(27, 44–52), and the overexpression of SIRT6 extends mouse life span (53). Among the key

functions of sirtuins with regard to diet is inducing the mitochondrial expansion and

oxidative metabolism during CR (40, 54, 55), as well as mitigating the effects of reactive

oxygen species (ROS) and inflammation during the HFD (48, 56–59).

Over the past 10 years, the abundance and biological importance of acetylation has been

found to rival that of phosphorylation. A comparison of mouse embryonic fibroblasts from

wild-type and SIRT1 knockout mice identified ~4,623 lysine acetylation sites in 1,800

proteins (60), of which ~10% were significantly increased in SIRT1 knockout cells (60).

However, not all of these sites are necessarily direct SIRT1 targets given that

acetyltransferases such as Kat5 (Tip60), Kat8 (Myst1), and p300 are also targeted by SIRT1

(60). Among known direct substrates deacetylated and regulated by SIRT1 are PGC-1α
(mitochondrial biogenesis and oxidative metabolism); p53 (cell cycle and apoptosis);
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FOXOs (metabolism and stress tolerance); SREBP (lipid metabolism); NF-κB

(inflammation); and NBS, Ku70, and WRN (DNA repair) (61). In the case of SIRT3, many

mitochondrial metabolic enzymes are targeted for deacylation, causing upregulation of β-

oxidation, the tricarboxylic acid cycle, and the urea cycle, as well as detoxification of ROS

(62). Analysis of SIRT1-mediated changes in the acetylome indicate that, under basal

conditions, SIRT1 has a preference for certain substrate sequences, such as a glycine N-

terminal to the acetyl-lysine bond or a hydrophobic amino acid on the C-terminal side (60).

In addition, sirtuins can regulate gene expression by directly deacetylating histones H3 and

H4 as well as H1 (63). The yeast Sir2 enzyme silences its loci by this mechanism, but this is

a dynamic process, and Sir2 can be induced to move from silenced chromatin to sites of

DNA breaks (64, 65). Mammalian SIRT1 and SIRT6 can also deacetylate histones (63). As

in yeast, DNA breaks recruit SIRT1 from its normal locations (51). Interestingly, there is

also evidence that SIRT1 relocates during normal aging, thereby altering global gene

expression and potentially driving the aging phenotype itself (51).

SIRTUIN ACTIVATORS: EFFECTS IN VITRO AND IN LOWER ORGANISMS

The identification of the enzymatic activity of yeast Sir2 and mammalian SIRT1 potentiated

high-throughput screening for SIRT1-activating compounds or STACs. Indeed, the initial

screen of 18,000 compounds identified 21 compounds that activated SIRT1 in vitro by

lowering its Km for the peptide substrate (2). Most of these were in the polyphenol family of

natural products, such as resveratrol. A different activating compound, isonicotinamide,

increased the Vmax by competing with nicotinamide and lowering product inhibition (66).

The polyphenol activators are structurally similar in that each has a planar multiphenyl ring

structure and several hydroxyls (Figure 1). The most potent activator, resveratrol, increased

SIRT1 activity approximately tenfold (2). This compound is found in red wine and had

already been associated with health benefits in humans and rodent models (67, 68). Its

proposed mechanism of action was that of an antioxidant.

Importantly, administration of resveratrol and other polyphenols in vivo extended life span

in yeast (2, 69–71), C. elegans (72–74), Drosophila (74–77), fish (78), and bees (79), as did

gain of function in the SIRT1 gene (although controversies emerged, as discussed below). In

yeast, worms, and Drosophila, the life-extending effects of the compound depended on the

SIR2 gene.

More intensive high-throughput screening identified novel synthetic compounds as SIRT1

activators, which can be much more potent than resveratrol (80). Like resveratrol, these

compounds work by lowering the Km for the substrate peptide. Importantly, these latter

STACs comprised numerous scaffolds, none of which were similar to the polyphenols

(Figure 1). These scaffolds include benzimidazoles, thiazolopyridines, and urea-based

scaffolds (80–83). Medicinal chemistry has generated thousands of analogs of these

scaffolds, which can be up to three orders of magnitude more potent than resveratrol (84). It

has been a conundrum that such a diverse set of small molecules can activate SIRT1 but not

SIRT2–7, but we believe that this issue has recently been resolved, as described below.
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EFFECTS OF SIRTUIN ACTIVATORS IN ANIMALS AND HUMANS

Resveratrol and the newer STACs confer remarkable health benefits in experimental

animals. A striking demonstration of the effects of resveratrol was the prevention of the

deleterious effects of a HFD in mice, e.g., fatty liver, insulin resistance, and inflammation

(80, 85–87). Moreover, HFD mice fed resveratrol or the STAC SRT1720 lived significantly

longer than controls (88). The newer STACs showed similar protection against HFD,

reduced mortality, and were also protective in genetic models for diabetes in mice and rats

(3, 80, 85).

The effects of STACs were associated with an increase in mitochondrial mass in muscle and

liver (3, 54, 85, 88, 89). Consistent with the increase in mitochondria, dosed mice showed a

large increase in exercise endurance and muscle fiber type shift to red or oxidative fibers (3,

54). These effects of STACs were at least partly associated with SIRT1 activation. Indeed,

STACs triggered deacetylation of PGC-1α, and these effects were SIRT1 dependent in cells

(3, 85). Resveratrol did not extend the life span of mice fed normal chow ad libitum (89).

However, resveratrol did induce many health benefits in these mice, including protection

against osteoporosis, cardiovascular disease, cataracts, and metabolic decline. It will be

interesting to determine whether the more potent STACs can extend life span, even in mice

on a chow diet.

Many of the effects of STACs on mice overlap those triggered by overexpression of SIRT1

or by CR. For example, both SIRT1 overexpression and STACs increase mitochondrial

function in skeletal muscle (3, 35, 85, 88, 90). With respect to CR, transcriptional profiling

indicates an extensive overlap in the changes induced by STACs and CR (85, 88, 91–93).

These include changes to genes involved in mitochondrial function, inflammation, and

apoptosis.

An indirect way to assess if STACs work via SIRT1 is to test if their actions are diminished

in the absence of the enzyme. There are numerous reports in which STACs have been shown

to require SIRT1, mostly using cell culture. These have been extensively reviewed

elsewhere (94). In mice, far fewer studies have tested the dependency of STACs on SIRT1,

in large part because germline SIRT1 knockout mice often die in utero or are born with

developmental abnormalities. In cases in which knockout mice have been tested, using

outbred strains or inducible knockouts, the effects of STACs have been partially or

completely SIRT1 dependent. Resveratrol’s ability to prevent skin tumors, for example, is

blunted in the germline knockout (95), whereas its ability to promote mitochondrial function

in skeletal muscle is blocked in an inducible SIRT1 knockout mouse (90). Similarly, the

ability of SRT1720 to induce mitochondrial function in the liver was abolished when SIRT1

was deleted in adult mice (85), consistent with previous cell culture experiments in cells

from the knockout mice (3).

With regard to humans, epidemiological data have long suggested that resveratrol may

provide cardiovascular benefits, for example as a possible explanation for the “French

paradox.” At least three human studies have shown protective effects of resveratrol (96–

101). In one double-blind, placebo-controlled study, a 6-month regimen of 100 mg/day
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administered to an obese cohort provided significant albeit modest benefits, including

reduced systolic blood pressure (101). In a second study, 4 weeks of 1–2 g/day resveratrol

improved insulin sensitivity and lowered postpran-dial blood glucose (100). However, a

study of 12 weeks of 75 mg/day administered to nonobese postmenopausal women (102)

and another study in healthy obese men (103) failed to show an effect of resveratrol. These

inconsistencies may derive from the known limitations of resveratrol in bioavailability,

pharmacokinetics, and target specificity.

CONTROVERSIES AND COMPLEXITIES ABOUT MECHANISM OF ACTION

Questions about the claims of resveratrol as a SIRT1 activator were soon raised by two

groups (104, 105). They found that activation depended on the fluorescent moiety

(aminomethylcoumarin, or AMC) attached to the peptide substrate in the assay. The first

study proposed that binding of resveratrol to SIRT1 promotes a conformational change that

better accommodates the attached coumarin group, which may mimic an endogenous

structure, and the second study surmised that sirtuin activation is an artifact. Assays for

newer STACs employed a different fluorescent moiety (tetramethylrhodamine, or TAMRA)

attached to the peptide substrate. It was later suggested that resveratrol and the synthetic

STACs activate by simply binding to the fluorophore (106). By this reckoning, not only was

activation physiologically irrelevant, but the activity of the compounds had nothing to do

with SIRT1 in vivo.

A second series of studies indicated that resveratrol directly targets proteins other than

SIRT1 in vivo but nonetheless upregulates SIRT1 activity to elicit physiological effects.

Several papers showed that resveratrol can activate AMPK in vivo (88, 107, 108), leading

some researchers to speculate that resveratrol indirectly activates SIRT1 via AMPK. Indeed,

AMPK can activate the gene encoding the NAD synthetic enzyme NAMPT (nicotinamide

phosphoribosyltransferase) (109), and obese mice lacking the alpha catalytic subunit of

AMPK are resistant to the metabolic benefits of resveratrol (4).

A mouse in which SIRT1 can be conditionally knocked out in adults was developed to help

disentangle the effects of resveratrol on SIRT1 and AMPK (90). The use of this mouse

showed that the mechanism by which resveratrol activates AMPK in mouse skeletal muscle

is highly dose dependent. At a low dose of 24 mg/kg/day, the ability of resveratrol to

activate AMPK was blocked by acute SIRT1 knockout. At this low dose, resveratrol is

thought to target SIRT1, which deacetylates the AMPK kinase LKB1 and triggers activation

of AMPK (90, 110). SIRT1 and AMPK then act together to enhance the activity of PGC-1α,

a target of both proteins and a key regulator of mitochondrial function (111, 112).

At a dose that was 10 times higher, activation of AMPK occurred in the SIRT1 knockout

mouse, but the effects of resveratrol on mitochondrial function were not observed at either

dose (90) AMPK activation by resveratrol in these mice may be due to inhibition by

resveratrol of Complex I in the electron transport chain and a decline in ATP and the

NAD+:NADH ratio (90, 113). Indeed, high concentrations of resveratrol applied to muscle

cells (>25 μM) decrease ATP levels dramatically, compared with lower concentrations that

increase ATP (90).
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In a different study, Park et al. (114) suggested that resveratrol imparts metabolic benefits by

inhibiting phosphodiesterases (PDEs). In this model, PDE inhibition leads to activation of

protein kinase A (PKA), then AMPK and NAMPT, increasing NAD+ levels that activate

SIRT1. Consistent with this, a known PDE4 inhibitor, rolipram, produced metabolic effects

in mice similar to those produced by resveratrol and the synthetic STACs. In the conditional

SIRT1 knockout mouse, however, resveratrol did not increase NAD+ levels in vivo (90). In

addition, Park et al. (114) suggested that the newer synthetic STACs may also activate

SIRT1 by directly inhibiting PDEs, although this idea is not consistent with observations

that several STACs do not inhibit PDE, even at concentrations 10 times greater than those

used to elicit a mitochondrial response (81).

In summary, the weight of evidence has indicated that the effects of resveratrol and other

STACs require SIRT1 in vivo, excluding the possibility that the effects of STACs are

divorced from SIRT1. But do the activators target SIRT1 directly? The activation of purified

enzyme by STACs in vitro is consistent with direct activation, but questions about the

fluorescent moieties attached to the peptide substrates remain.

TOWARD A RESOLUTION AND A UNIFIED ACTIVATION MECHANISM

TARGETING SIRT1

Another way to view the requirement for the aromatic, fluorescent moieties is that they

actually provide important clues about substrate specificity in the activation of SIRT1 by

STACs. For example, perhaps the fluorophores reflect a requirement for amino acids near

the deacetylation site with aromatic side chains. Indeed, several recent findings have

revealed structural and positional requirements: Amino acids must be adjacent to the

acetylated lysine for substrate recognition (60) and for activation to occur (81, 82, 115, 116).

First, repositioning the AMC group in the substrate peptide from its canonical site

immediately C-terminal to the acetylated lysine (+1) to +3, +6, +9, or +12 completely

abrogated activation by STACs (81). This finding rules out a drug-fluorophore interaction as

the basis for activation. Second, natural peptide substrates with tryptophan or phenylalanine

(but not alanine) at +1 instead of AMC were activatable. This finding clearly shows that

activation does not require a fluorophore in the substrate, and it was extended by the

demonstration that natural substrate sequences, such as PGC-1α (with a tyrosine at +1),

were also activatable (81).

In a parallel study, more than 6,000 acetylated nontagged 13-mer peptide substrates were

screened for their ability to support SIRT1 activation by resveratrol (116). As seen in the

results for the synthetic STACs, there was a preference for large, hydrophobic residues in

the C terminus, whereas positively charged residues antagonized activation. Substrates for

which resveratrol activated included FOXO4 and the acetyltransferase p300. The sequence-

dependent effects explain why STACs show SIRT1-dependent effects in numerous

organisms that overlap with, but are not identical to, the effects of SIRT1 overexpression

and why STACs failed to stimulate SIRT1 against some substrates.

Interestingly, the assay used to screen for synthetic STACs used a peptide with a TAMRA

fluorophore not at +1 but at +6. Why was this substrate activatable? The answer comes from
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inspecting the proteome for sequences with aromatic residues at +1 and +6 with respect to

lysines; this inspection revealed a high degree of overlap with known SIRT1 substrates, such

as FOXO3a and eIF-2α (81). Indeed, the PGC-1α sequence also has hydrophobic amino

acids at +1 and +6, and activation is abolished only by substituting these residues with

alanine, but not at other positions.

The positional and structural requirements for substrates suggested that there might be

sequences within SIRT1 required for activation but not for normal catalytic activity. A

genetic screen was thus performed for single amino acid changes in SIRT1 that abolished

activation by resveratrol in vitro. Mutating glutamate 230 (E230) to E230K completely

prevented activation but did not alter the Km for the substrate or Vmax in the absence of

activators (81) (Figure 2). Furthermore, this mutation does not alter the physical properties

of SIRT1 in exhaustive analyses.

The defect in activation of the SIRT1-E230K mutant is evident by several independent

assays (Figure 3). Mutating E230 to alanine exerted similar effects, suggesting that the

positive charge of the lysine in the E230K mutant is not important. Amazingly, although the

E230K mutant was identified as refractory to resveratrol, activation is blocked or blunted in

response to any of the 117 STACs tested, which span three different scaffolds (81) (Figure

4). This finding strongly suggests that all of the STACs identified to date activate SIRT1 by

a common mechanism.

But is this mechanism of activation by STACs in vitro relevant to activation in vivo? To

address this, endogenous SIRT1 was replaced with wild-type or E230K SIRT1 expressed at

comparable levels in primary myocytes and mouse embryo fibroblasts (81). In both cell

types, resveratrol and two newer STACs induced increases in mitochondrial mass and gene

expression, as well as in ATP, in cells with wild-type but not SIRT1-E230K. It is difficult to

explain the properties of the E230K mutant in any model other than a model involving direct

activation of SIRT1 by STACs.

MODELS FOR DIRECT ACTIVATION OF SIRT1 BY STACS

All sirtuins have a highly conserved domain for NAD binding and catalysis. Of the seven

mammalian sirtuins, SIRT1 has by far the largest amino- and carboxyl-terminal sequences

that flank the conserved domain. Importantly, E230 lies outside but immediately N-terminal

to the conserved domain. This residue is highly conserved in Sir2 orthologs that range from

human to Drosophila (Figure 2).

Although there is currently no SIRT1 structure available, it seems likely that the region

amino-terminal to the conserved domain containing E230 is the site for activation by

STACs. Consistent with this idea, deuterium-exchange measurements reveal that the highest

degree of folding across SIRT1 is in the conserved domain and in residues 188–245, the

proposed activation site (80, 81). The remainder of the amino terminus (residues 17–187)

was found to be unstructured by this method. Further consistent with this idea, deletions

through this region in the amino terminus of SIRT1 abolish both binding and activation by

STACs (80, 81).
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How might the binding of STACs to the amino-terminal activation domain of SIRT1

increase NAD+-dependent deacetylation of substrates? Important clues to the activation

mechanisms of other enzymes have come from studying endogenous activators. Examples

include AMPK, PKA, and RNAseL activation (1). Endogenous proteins that activate sirtuins

have been discovered in diverse organisms. Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sir2 deacetylase, the

original sirtuin, is allosterically activated two- to fivefold by its binding partner Sir4 (117),

and although there are no known mammalian Sir4 homologs, the activation mechanism is

strikingly similar to that of the STACs.

A recently solved Sir2-Sir4 crystal structure shows that Sir2 consists of two independently

folded domains: a catalytic domain (Sir2C, amino acids 237–555) and a helical N-terminal

domain (Sir2N, amino acids 101–236), arranged in a horseshoe shape (118). Molecular

dynamics simulation indicates that the substrate-binding channel of Sir2 can toggle between

an open and closed conformation and that Sir4 binding maintains the N-terminal helix in a

productive conformation, highly reminiscent of the model for STAC-mediated activation

(81). In fact, SIRT1-E230 aligns with a residue in Sir2, D223, that lies within an α-helix that

interacts with SIR4 and abolishes SIR4-mediated gene silencing when substituted with a

glycine (119).

In mammals, two protein activators of SIRT1 have been described, namely AROS (active

regulator of SIRT1) and lamin A (120, 121). Paralleling STACs, both proteins activate by

binding in the N terminus of SIRT1. In the case of lamin A, interaction with the SIRT1 N

terminus can potentiate further activation by resveratrol (121). It will be interesting to test if

the activation mechanism by these proteins is analogous to that of STACs, lowering the Km

for the substrate and requiring the region around E230.

Another clue about the mechanism of allosteric activation by STACs is provided by the

finding that STACs increase the binding affinity for the substrate and vice versa. This model

of assisted allosteric activation, first proposed by Sauve (122), is similar to the mechanism

of GK activation whereby the substrate (glucose) and small-molecule activator act

cooperatively to stabilize the active form (1). It is feasible that a concerted allosteric change

in SIRT1 occurs between the catalytic domain and the activation domain during binding.

This conformational change could, for example, create an interaction between E230 and a

positively charged residue in the catalytic domain as the basis of activation.

Finally, we suggest that the extended amino- and carboxyl-terminal domains of SIRT1

evolved to allow regulation of the enzyme by small molecules or by other proteins in cells.

As mentioned above, the amino-terminal domain likely serves a regulatory function. In

addition, deletion of a 20–amino acid sequence in the carboxyl-terminal domain termed ESA

was shown to completely abolish catalytic activity (123, 124). These findings can be

rationalized by the idea that endogenous small molecules in cells, perhaps metabolic

intermediates, normally bind to both flanking SIRT1 domains to regulate the activity of the

central metabolic enzyme. In this regard, the STACs may be viewed as mimics of the

endogenous small-molecule activators.
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In addition to elucidating how STAC activation occurs at the molecular level, a major

challenge in the field is to determine if STACs are efficacious in humans. In this regard,

diseases abetted by aging are candidates for clinical studies. Multiple trials are in progress,

including those investigating metabolic disorders and proinflammatory diseases (6, 7).

Notably, sirtuins SIRT2–7 also mediate physiological effects linked to health benefits (125).

For example, SIRT6 was recently shown to be an important tumor suppressor (126).

Although it may be a challenge to develop activators for other sirtuins lacking the N-

terminal activation domain of SIRT1, the benefits of finding such molecules may be

considerable.

In summary, central controversies about STACs have been largely resolved. The most recent

studies indicate that STACs, including resveratrol, can directly activate SIRT1 in vivo and in

vitro. It is thus likely that many of the physiological and health-related effects of these

molecules are due to direct SIRT1 activation.
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SUMMARY POINTS

1. Sirtuins are NAD+-dependent deacetylases that function as key metabolic

sensors and regulate physiological pathways in accord with diet. Sirtuins extend

life span in a variety of species and mediate physiological adaptation to CR and

many of the health benefits caused by this diet.

2. Small molecules that activate SIRT1 in vitro (STACs) span multiple structural

scaffolds, including the natural product resveratrol, benzimidazoles,

thiazolopyridines, and urea-based scaffolds.

3. Resveratrol and other STACs directly bind to and allosterically activate the

sirtuin SIRT1 via a regulatory domain in the amino terminus of the protein.

4. The STACs appear to function by a common mechanism. A single amino acid

change in the activation domain of SIRT1 (E230K) compromises activation by

resveratrol and all 117 other STACs tested.

5. The mechanism of SIRT1 activation by STACs appears to be mutually assisted

binding between the STACs and the acetylated protein substrate.

6. Substrate specificity around the acetylated lysine indicates that hydrophobic side

chains at +1 and +6 are important. Thus, STACs may trigger activation in vivo

preferentially toward a subset of SIRT1 targets.

7. Resveratrol and other STACs confer health benefits in rodents and perhaps

humans. Many of the physiological changes and health benefits induced by

these compounds are consistent with genetic activation of SIRT1. Furthermore,

these effects require the SIRT1 gene. Thus, it seems likely that these compounds

exert a large degree of their effects via this sirtuin.
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FUTURE ISSUES

1. What are the structures of SIRT1 in the presence and absence of STACs, and

what further insight do these structures provide about the activation mechanism?

2. If activation were blocked in mice (by knocking in E230K), what phenotypes of

resveratrol and other STACs would be blocked?

3. How does the substrate specificity of basal and activated SIRT1 differ across the

proteome in vivo?

4. Are there endogenous small molecules that activate SIRT1?

5. Will the more potent STACs extend the life span of mice on the normal chow

diet?

6. What human diseases of aging will be treated or prevented by STACs?

7. Will it be possible to develop STACs for SIRT2–7, which lack the activation

domain found in SIRT1?
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Figure 1.
Structures of SIRT1-activating compounds (STACs). Resveratrol (3,5,4′-trihydroxy-trans-

stilbene) is a naturally occurring STAC identified in the AMC-based assay that lowers the

Km for the substrate. STACs subsequently identified using the TAMRA-based assay also

work by lowering the Km for substrates but with potency up to three orders of magnitude

greater than that of resveratrol. Abbreviations: AMC, aminomethylcoumarin; Km, Michaelis

constant; TAMRA, tetramethylrhodamine.
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Figure 2.
Conservation of the SIRT1 activation domain. The SIRT1 activation domain encompasses a

structured region from amino acids 190 to 240. Deletions through this region abolish SIRT1-

activating compound (STAC) binding and activation. A screen for SIRT1 mutations that

block activation by resveratrol identified glutamate 230 (E230) as a key residue that

mediates activation by STACs. E230 is highly conserved and is predicted to lie within a turn

that may allow the N terminus to interact with the catalytic domain to mediate a cooperative

or “assisted” allosteric activation that involves binding of the STAC and the substrate.
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Figure 3.
Assays used to measure activation on native peptide sequences. Deacetylation of the

acetylated peptide substrate by SIRT1 generates nicotinamide (NAM) and O-acetyl-ADP-

ribose (OAcADPR). NAM is detected using a continuous glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH)-

coupled assay or by reacting ammonia with o-phthalaldehyde (OPT). OAcADPR is detected

using mass spectrometry. Other abbreviation: DTT, dithiothreitol.
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Figure 4.
SIRT1-E230K-mediated activation by chemically diverse SIRT1-activating compounds

(STACs). Substitution of glutamate 230 (E230) with lysine (E230K) or with alanine

(E230A) blocks or blunts activation by resveratrol and by 117 synthetic STACs with diverse

structures including benzimidazoles, thiazolopyridines, and urea-based scaffolds. Primary

mouse cells in which SIRT1 has been replaced with SIRT1-E230K lose the ability of

STACs to stimulate mitochondrial biogenesis, and function is blocked, indicating that the

molecules can act directly on SIRT1 in vivo. Reproduced from Reference 81. Abbreviation:

WT, wild type.
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